We present a novel method for estimating lower-limit surface gravities (log g) of Kepler targets whose data do not allow the detection of solar-like oscillations. The method is tested using an ensemble of solar-type stars observed in the context of the Kepler Asteroseismic Science Consortium. We then proceed to estimate lower-limit log g for a cohort of Kepler solar-type planet-candidate host stars with no detected oscillations. Limits on fundamental stellar properties, as provided by this work, are likely to be useful in the characterization of the corresponding candidate planetary systems. Furthermore, an important byproduct of the current work is the confirmation that amplitudes of solar-like oscillations are suppressed in stars with increased levels of surface magnetic activity.
Introduction
The NASA Kepler mission was designed to use the transit method to detect Earth-like planets in and near the habitable zones of late-type main-sequence stars Koch et al. 2010) . Kepler has yielded several thousands of new exoplanet candidates (Borucki et al. 2011a,b; Batalha et al. 2013b ), bringing us closer to one of the mission's objectives, namely, the determination of planet occurrence rate as a function of planet radius and orbital period. However, indirect detection techniques, such as transit and radial velocity observations, are only capable of providing planetary properties relative to the properties of the host star. Therefore, accurate knowledge of the fundamental properties of host stars is needed to make robust inference on the properties of their planetary companions.
Unfortunately, the vast majority of the planet-candidate host stars -also designated as Kepler Objects of Interest or KOIs -are too faint to have measured trigonometric parallaxes, so that most of the currently available stellar parameters rely on a combination of ground-based multicolor photometry, spectroscopy, stellar model atmospheres and evolutionary tracks. This is the case for the Kepler Input Catalog (KIC; Brown et al. 2011) . Based on an asteroseismic analysis, Verner et al. (2011b) have detected an average overestimation bias of 0.23 dex in the KIC determination of the surface gravity for stars with log g KIC > 4.0 dex, thus implying an underestimation bias of up to 50 % in the KIC radii for stars with R KIC < 2 R ⊙ (see also Bruntt et al. 2012) . Brown et al. (2011) had flagged this behavior, warning that the KIC classifications tend to give log g too large for subgiants. This is a natural cause for concern if these values are to be used in the characterization of exoplanetary systems. This situation can be improved for stellar hosts for which high-resolution spectroscopy is available, an example being the metallicity study undertaken by Buchhave et al. (2012) on a sample of F, G and K dwarfs hosting small exoplanet candidates. However, spectroscopic methods are known to suffer from degeneracies between the effective temperature T eff , the iron abundance [Fe/H] and log g, yielding constraints on the stellar mass and radius that are model-dependent (e.g., Torres et al. 2012) . The planet-candidate catalog provided by Batalha et al. (2013b) , based on the analysis of the first 16 months of data (from quarter Q1 to quarter Q6), includes a valuable revision of stellar properties based on matching available constraints (from spectroscopic solutions, whenever available, otherwise from the KIC) to Yonsei-Yale evolutionary tracks (Demarque et al. 2004) .
Asteroseismology can play an important role in the determination of accurate fundamental properties of host stars. Solar-like oscillations in a few tens of main-sequence stars and subgiants have been detected using ground-based high-precision spectroscopy (e.g., Bouchy & Carrier 2001; Bazot et al. 2011 ) and ultra-high-precision, wide-field photometry from the CoRoT space telescope (e.g., Appourchaux et al. 2008; Michel et al. 2008) . Kepler photometry has ever since revolutionized the field of solar-like oscillations by leading to an increase of one order of magnitude in the number of such stars with confirmed oscillations (Verner et al. 2011a ). In particular, Kepler short-cadence data (∆t ∼ 1min; Gilliland et al. 2010a ) make it possible to investigate solar-like oscillations in mainsequence stars and subgiants, whose dominant periods are of the order of several minutes. The information contained in solar-like oscillations allows fundamental stellar properties (i.e., density, surface gravity, mass and radius) to be determined (e.g., Chaplin & Miglio 2013 , and references therein). The very first seismic studies of exoplanet-host stars were conducted using groundbased (Bouchy et al. 2005; Vauclair et al. 2008) and CoRoT data (Gaulme et al. 2010; Ballot et al. 2011b) . Christensen-Dalsgaard et al. (2010) reported the first application of asteroseismology to known exoplanet-host stars in the Kepler field. Subsequently, asteroseismology has been used to constrain the properties of Kepler host stars in a series of planet discoveries (Batalha et al. 2011; Barclay et al. 2012; Borucki et al. 2012; Carter et al. 2012; Howell et al. 2012; Barclay et al. 2013; Gilliland et al. 2013; Huber et al. 2013b; Van Eylen et al. 2013) . Recently, the first systematic study of Kepler planet-candidate host stars using asteroseismology was presented by Huber et al. (2013a) .
In this work, we present a novel method for placing limits on the seismic and thus fundamental properties of Kepler targets whose data do not allow to detect solar-like oscillations (Sect. 2). Our method relies on being able to predict, for a data set of given stellar and instrumental noise, the threshold oscillation amplitude required to make a marginal detection of the oscillations. This threshold amplitude is frequency-dependent, as we shall explain in detail below. Moreover, on the basis of Kepler observations we determine the dependence of the maximum mode amplitude of solarlike oscillations on the frequency at which it is attained. As we shall see, this gives a well-defined amplitude trend. By comparing this trend to the frequency-dependent amplitude for marginal detection of the oscillations, we may set limits on the seismic parameters and hence stellar properties that are required for marginal detection. In Sect. 3.1, the method is tested using an ensemble of solar-type stars observed in the context of the Kepler Asteroseismic Science Consortium (KASC; Gilliland et al. 2010b; Kjeldsen et al. 2010 ). Finally, lower-limit log g estimates are provided for a cohort of Kepler solar-type planet-candidate host stars with no detected oscillations (Sect. 3.2). We discuss the potential use and the limitations of our work in Sect. 4.
Method description

Overview
Solar-like oscillations are predominantly global standing acoustic waves. These are p modes (the pressure variation playing the role of the restoring force) and are characterized by being intrinsically damped while simultaneously stochastically excited by near-surface convection (e.g., Christensen-Dalsgaard 2004) . Therefore, all stars cool enough to harbor an outer convective envelope may be expected to exhibit solar-like oscillations. In the remainder of this work, the term solar-type star will be used to designate a wide range of F, G and K dwarfs and subgiants.
The frequency-power spectrum of the oscillations in solar-type stars and red giants presents a pattern of peaks with near-regular frequency separations (Vandakurov 1967; Tassoul 1980) . The most prominent separation is the so-called large frequency separation, ∆ν, between neighboring overtones having the same spherical angular degree, l. Oscillation mode power is modulated by an envelope that is generally Gaussian-like in shape (e.g., Kallinger et al. 2010 ). The frequency of the peak of the power envelope of the oscillations, where the observed modes present their strongest amplitudes, is commonly referred to as the frequency of maximum amplitude, ν max . The maximum height (power spectral density), H max , of the envelope, and thus the maximum mode amplitude, A max , are strong functions of ν max (e.g., Mosser et al. 2012) . Figure 1 shows some examples of idealized limit frequency-power spectra for stars displaying solar-like oscillations. The left-hand panel shows idealized oscillation power envelopes with ν max ranging from 1000 to 4000 µHz. As ν max decreases, the heights, H max , at the center of the power envelopes increase, and the envelopes also get narrower in frequency, with the FWHM being approximately given by ν max /2 (e.g., Stello et al. 2007; Mosser et al. 2010) , implying that most of the mode power is constrained to a range ±ν max /2 around ν max . The right-hand panel shows the result of adding the expected limit background power-spectral density from granulation and instrumental/shot noise. The latter contribution, seen as a constant offset at high frequencies, depends on the stellar magnitude and has been computed following the empirical minimal term model for the noise given in Gilliland et al. (2010a) , where one has assumed observations at Kepler-band magnitude m Kep = 9. As ν max decreases, the power from granulation, modeled as a Lorentzian function centered on zero frequency (e.g., Harvey 1985) , is seen to increase while becoming more concentrated at lower frequencies (Mathur et al. 2011; Samadi et al. 2013) .
Given the noise background and the length of the observations, one may estimate the oscillation amplitudes that are required to make a marginal detection against that background. To that end, we use the method described in Chaplin et al. (2011c) . Since the backgrounds presented by stars vary with frequency, the detection test must be applied at different frequencies within a comprehensive frequency range. At each frequency we estimate the signal-to-noise ratio, and hence the mode envelope height and maximum amplitude, needed to detect a spectrum of solar-like oscillations centered on that frequency (see Appendix A for details). The left-hand panel of Fig. 2 shows the threshold oscillation power envelope heights, H max,md , required for marginal detection of oscillations in a hypothetical solar twin. The calculations assumed 1-month-long observations at Kepler-band magnitudes m Kep = 10 (dotted), m Kep = 11 (dashed) and m Kep = 12 (dot-dashed). As the noise level rises -here, with increasing value of m Kep -so too do the threshold heights needed for detection. These thresholds also increase with decreasing frequency because the rising backgrounds make it potentially harder to detect the oscillations.
The solid black line shows the expected trend in height, H max,pred , as a function of ν max (as per the left-hand panel of Fig. 1 ), the surrounding lines following the ±1σ envelope given by analysis of Kepler data. This will be discussed in more detail in Sect. 2.3. We note that while this trend is a strong function of ν max , allowance must also be made for some dependence on the effective temperature T eff (cf. Kjeldsen & Bedding 1995 , and on the stellar activity levels (because elevated levels of activity affect detectability of the oscillations; see García et al. 2010; Chaplin et al. 2011b ). Here, we assumed solar values of temperature and activity to get the plotted solid-line trend. A recent account of alternative observational scaling relations aimed at predicting oscillation amplitudes is given in Corsaro et al. (2013) . The frequency at which each H max,md curve crosses H max,pred corresponds to the seismic frequency ν max,md required for marginal detection of solar-like oscillations, given the observed noise background. The uncertainty in ν max,md is then defined by the intersection of H max,md with the ±1σ envelope associated with H max,pred . From Fig. 2 , we see that ν max,md decreases with increasing m Kep as a result of the rising noise level.
The strength of the oscillations at the peak of the envelope is more commonly expressed as an equivalent amplitude, A max , for radial (i.e., l = 0) modes rather than as a height, H max . We may convert the heights to amplitudes using (Kjeldsen et al. 2008; Ballot et al. 2011a) :
where ξ corresponds to the total mode power per ∆ν in units of l = 0 power (viz., it measures the effective number of modes per order). The right-hand panel of Fig. 2 plots threshold amplitudes for detection, A max,md , and the expected trend in amplitude, A max,pred (same line styles as in the lefthand panel). Unlike the threshold heights, the threshold amplitudes are seen to rise with increasing frequency. This is due to the presence of ∆ν in Eq. (1), which increases with increasing ν max (e.g., Stello et al. 2009 ), more than offsetting the impact of a background that decreases with increasing frequency.
Limits on surface gravities from marginal detection ν max,md
We may convert the marginal detection ν max,md into an equivalent marginal detection surface gravity, g md , for a given data set. The frequency of maximum amplitude, ν max , is found to scale to very good approximation with the acoustic cutoff frequency (Brown et al. 1991; Kjeldsen & Bedding 1995; Belkacem et al. 2011) , which, assuming an isothermal stellar atmosphere, gives a scaling relation for ν max in terms of surface gravity g and effective temperature T eff . Solving for g and normalizing by solar properties and parameters, one has
with g ⊙ = 27402 cm s −2 , ν max,⊙ = 3150 µHz and T eff,⊙ = 5777 K. Hence, with independent knowledge of T eff , and substituting ν max,md for ν max in Eq. (2), we may estimate an equivalent marginal detection surface gravity, g md . It becomes apparent that the surface gravity g is mainly dependent on ν max , with the latter often taken as an indicator of the evolutionary state of a star. We should note that this so-called "direct method" of estimating stellar properties may lead to unphysically large uncertainties in the derived quantities since scaling relations are not constrained by the equations governing stellar structure and evolution. Alternatively, by comparing theoretical seismic quantities with the observed ones over a large grid of stellar models, very precise determinations of log g (< 0.05 dex) can be obtained for F, G and K dwarfs (e.g., Creevey et al. 2013 ).
The accuracy of Eq. (2) has been the subject of several studies. For instance, Huber et al. (2012) found no systematic deviations as a function of evolutionary state when testing the ν max scaling relation for a small sample of stars with available interferometric data. Based on a comparison involving about forty well-studied late-type pulsating stars with gravities derived using classical methods, Morel & Miglio (2012) found overall agreement with mean differences not exceeding 0.05 dex. Creevey et al. (2013) studied sources of systematic errors in the determination of log g using grid-based methods and found possible biases of the order of 0.04 dex. Since we are interested in computing an equivalent marginal detection value rather than the value itself, the quoted accuracies will not undermine the purpose of our study. We will adopt a conservative figure of 0.04 dex for the accuracy and adding it in quadrature to the uncertainties produced by Eq. (2).
We may, of course, estimate ν max,md for a Kepler data set irrespective of whether or not we have detected oscillations. For a star with data showing detected oscillations it must be the case that the observed maximum amplitude will be greater than or equal to the marginal amplitude for detection (allowing for uncertainty in the measurement), i.e., A max A max,md . It must then also be the case that ν max ν max,md . Inspection of Fig. 2 tells us that this is the case for 1-month-long observations of a solar twin made at m Kep = 10, where we have assumed the solar value of ν max , i.e., ν max,⊙ . Therefore, we now have an upper-limit estimate of a seismic property of the star. By using Eq. (2), we can translate this into an upper-limit estimate of a fundamental stellar property, to be specific, the surface gravity. In this case the direct determination of ν max from the observed oscillation power provides an estimate of g. However, in marginal cases the present analysis may serve as a consistency check of the reality of the detected oscillations.
Things get unquestionably more interesting when we consider data on stars for which we have failed to make a detection. Here, it must then be the case that A max,pred < A max,md or, equivalently, ν max > ν max,md , meaning that the marginal detection ν max,md gives a lower-limit for the actual ν max . Again, inspection of Fig. 2 suggests that we would fail to detect oscillations in solar twins with m Kep = 11 and m Kep = 12. Finally, use of Eq. (2) allows us to translate this lower-limit estimate of ν max into a lower-limit estimate of the surface gravity.
Calibration of mode amplitude prediction A max,pred
To establish a calibration for A max,pred , we used results on solar-type stars that have been observed in short cadence for at least three consecutive months from Q5 onwards as part of the KASC. We call this cohort 1. Stars in cohort 1 have moderate-to-high S/N in the p modes, which was one of the prerequisites for their selection for long-term observations by Kepler. The presence of solar-like oscillations in these stars had previously been confirmed based on observations made during the mission's survey phase (e.g., Chaplin et al. 2011a) . Light curves for these stars were prepared in the manner described by García et al. (2011) and were then high-pass filtered -using a 1-day-cutoff triangular filter -to remove any low-frequency power due to stellar activity and instrumental variability. We also analysed a smaller cohort of Kepler solar-type planet-candidate host stars with detected oscillations (cf. Huber et al. 2013a ). We call this cohort 2, noting that cohorts 1 and 2 do not overlap. Preparation of the light curves for the stars in this second cohort differed from the procedure described above, although with no discernable impact on the homogeneity of the ensuing analysis. These light curves came from Kepler short-cadence data up to Q11. Specifically, transits needed to be corrected, since the sharp features in the time domain would cause significant power leakage from low frequencies into the oscillation spectrum in the frequency domain. This was achieved using a median filter with a length chosen according to the measured duration of the transit.
We extracted the global asteroseismic parameters A max and ν max for the stars in both cohorts using the SYD (Huber et al. 2009 ), AAU (Campante et al. 2010 ) and OCT (Hekker et al. 2010 ) automated pipelines. Note that these pipelines were part of a thorough comparison exercise of complementary analysis methods used to extract global asteroseismic parameters of solar-type stars (Verner et al. 2011a) . As a preliminary step to the calibration process per se, a validation of the extracted global asteroseismic parameters was carried out based on the prescription of Verner et al. (2011a) , which involved the rejection of outliers and a correction to the formal uncertainties returned by each of the analysis methods. The use of three pipelines in the validation of the extracted parameters was deemed sufficient, given the high S/N of the calibration stars. Firstly, we required that for each parameter determined for each star in either cohort, the results from at least two pipelines were contained within a range of fixed relative size centered on the median value (to be specific, ±21.5 % for A max and ±10.5 % for ν max ). Results outside this range were iteratively removed until either all results were in agreement or fewer than two results remained. For each analysis method, only those stars with validated results for both parameters were retained. In addition, we demanded that the measured ν max > 350 µHz, which approximately corresponds to the base of the red-giant branch (e.g., Huber et al. 2011) . Secondly, parameter uncertainties were recalculated by adding in quadrature the formal uncertainty and the standard deviation of the validated results over the contributing pipelines. The final (relative) median uncertainties in A max and ν max for the three analysis methods are seen to lie within 6.9-8.0 % and 2.4-3.1 %, respectively.
We used a Bayesian approach to calibrate a scaling relation for A max,pred (for more details, see Corsaro et al. 2013) . Two competing scaling relations (or models) were tested. Model M 1 is based solely on the independent observables ν max and T eff :
where the solar maximum mode amplitude for the Kepler bandpass takes the value A max,⊙ = 2.5ppm. The presence of the factor β means that the model needs not to pass through the solar point. Model M 1 has the same functional form as model M 1,β of Corsaro et al. (2013) . The effective temperatures used here and in the remainder of this work were derived by Pinsonneault et al. (2012) , who performed a recalibration of the KIC photometry in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) griz filters using YREC models. Model M 2 , on the other hand, includes an extra exponential relation in the magnetic activity proxy, ζ act :
The magnetic activity proxy is described in Appendix B. Four free parameters at most enter the Bayesian inference problem. We have adopted uniform priors for the model parameters s, r, and m, and a Jeffreys' prior for β, which results in an uniform prior for ln β. Table 1 lists the prior ranges adopted for each model parameter. Furthermore, we do not consider error-free independent variables, which means their relative uncertainties are properly taken into account by the likelihood function.
To proceed with the calibration of a scaling relation for A max,pred , we now look for an individual set of global asteroseismic parameters A max and ν max (i.e., tracing back to a single analysis method), as opposed to some sort of average set, meaning that the parameters used in the calibration are fully reproducible. Furthermore, the fact that the extracted global asteroseismic parameters have been validated gives us confidence to use the output of any of the analysis methods in the calibration process. We opted for using the results arising from the SYD pipeline. The reasons behind this choice are simple: this pipeline generated the largest number of validated stars (163, of which 133 belong to cohort 1) and the broadest coverage in terms of the independent observables in Eqs. (3) and (4): 350 ν max 4400 µHz, 4950 T eff 7200 K and 10 ζ act 1000 ppm. This sample is dominated by main-sequence stars and so no attempt was made to derive separate scaling relations for A max,pred based on the evolutionary state of the stars. In fact, for the ranges in ν max and T eff being considered, the observed logarithmic amplitudes are seen to vary approximately linearly with the logarithmic values of both ν max and T eff -as reproduced by models M 1 and M 2 -with no abrupt change in slope, meaning that evolutionary influences are negligible (see also Corsaro et al. 2013) . Tables 2 and 3 summarize the outcome of the Bayesian estimation of the model parameters. Note that the mean bias is much smaller than the observed scatter (i.e.,x res ≪ σ w res ). Figures 3 and 4 display the predicted and observed amplitudes, as well as the resulting relative residuals, for models M 1 and M 2 , respectively. We note that the observed amplitudes of stars in cohort 2 are systematically higher than those in cohort 1. This is particularly noticeable at ν max ∼ 1500 µHz in the top panels of Figs. 3 and 4. Stars in cohort 2 (having a magnitude distribution that peaks at m Kep ≃ 12) are known to be globally fainter than members of cohort 1 (for which the magnitude distribution peaks at m Kep ≃ 11), meaning that the high-frequency noise in the power spectrum will be greater. This leads to a selection bias in the measured amplitudes, viz., being fainter only those stars with the highest amplitudes will have detectable oscillations. In fact, cohort 2 consists primarily of slightly evolved F-and G-type stars (Huber et al. 2013a) , which have larger oscillation amplitudes than their unevolved counterparts.
Finally, we computed the so-called Bayes' factor in order to perform a formal statistical comparison of the two competing models. Computing the Bayes' factor in favor of model M 2 over model M 1 (i.e., B 21 ≡ E M 2 /E M 1 , the ratio of the Bayesian evidences) gave a logarithmic factor of ln B 21 ≫ 1, decisively favoring model M 2 over model M 1 (Jeffreys 1961) . Note that we are not saying that model M 2 is physically more meaningful, but rather statistically more likely. This in turn renders statistical significance to the inclusion of an extra dependence on ζ act in model M 2 . The negative value of model parameter m implies that amplitudes of solar-like oscillations are suppressed in stars with increased levels of surface magnetic activity. This corroborates the conclusions of Chaplin et al. (2011b) -where an exponential relation was also considered -and strengthens the quantitative results on stellar activity and amplitudes presented by Huber et al. (2011) . Henceforth, we use the calibration for A max,pred based on model M 2 (Eq. 4). 
Results
We have applied the method described above to three non-overlapping cohorts of stars, namely, to solar-type stars with detected oscillations that were observed as part of the KASC (cohort 1, as before), and to solar-type planet-candidate host stars both with (cohort 2, as before) and without (cohort 3) detected oscillations. For every data set in each of these three cohorts, we computed the mode amplitude threshold A max,md as a function of frequency (cf. Appendix A). We compared this to the mode amplitude prediction A max,pred for that star (computed using the known T eff and a proxy measure of its activity; cf. Sect. 2.3), which yielded the sought-for ν max,md (cf. Sect. 2.1) and g md (cf. Sect. 2.2).
Solar-type stars with detected oscillations
As a sanity check on the marginal detection methodology, we began by analyzing solar-type stars for which the presence of oscillations had previously been confirmed. The top panel of Fig. 5 shows the computed ν max,md versus the observed ν max for stars in cohort 1. We depict only stars with validated values of ν max coming from the SYD pipeline. Since these stars have detections, our sanity check amounts to verifying that ν max ν max,md , which is indeed found to be the case (with all points lying well above the one-to-one line). Notice that, as a general rule, the brighter the star the higher is ν max,md (and the farther it lies above the one-to-one line), thus making it possible to detect oscillations with even the highest ν max . The bottom panel of Fig. 5 plots the corresponding marginal detection surface gravities, g md , versus the seismically determined gravities from Chaplin et al. (2014) . It must be the case for these stars that g g md (cf. Eq. 2). Again, the sanity check is seen to hold well.
A similar check was done that focused on stars belonging to cohort 2 (see Fig. 6 ). The observed ν max values in the top panel are taken from Huber et al. (2013a) and limited to ν max > 350 µHz. Note that for some of the stars, the estimation of ν max was deemed unreliable by those authors due to the low signal-to-noise ratio in the oscillation spectrum (represented by open symbols). Not all of the depicted stars have actually entered the calibration (as is the case in Fig. 5 ), and we have thus been careful to guarantee that they comply with the considered ranges in T eff and ζ act . The reference (seismically determined) surface gravities in the bottom panel of Fig. 6 also come from Huber et al. (2013a) . Once more, the sanity check is seen to hold, while resulting in less conservative estimates of ν max,md and g md , that is to say, they lie closer to the one-to-one line. We attribute this mainly to the fact that stars in cohort 2 are globally fainter than stars in cohort 1 (as already mentioned in Sect. 2.3). The sole apparent outlier in the bottom panel of Fig. 6 (in the sense of not being consistent with the one-to-one relation at the 1σ level) corresponds to KOI-168 (m Kep = 13.44), which has an unreliable estimation of ν max .
Solar-type stars without detected oscillations
We now turn our attention to the analysis of Kepler solar-type planet-candidate host stars with no detected oscillations (cohort 3), with the intention of providing lower-limit log g estimates. The light curves for these targets come from available Kepler short-cadence data up to Q14. Preparation of these light curves has been done in the same way as for targets in cohort 2 (cf. Sect. 2.3). Selected targets comply with the ranges in T eff and ζ act adopted in the calibration process. This gives a total of 453 targets.
We compared the marginal detection surface gravities, g md , with the spectroscopic values from Buchhave et al. (2012) for stars common to both sets (see Fig. 7 ). Of the 69 common stars, 16 are saturated (viz., the underlying ν max,md equals the lower boundary of the tested frequency range, set at 350 µHz) and have not been plotted. This leaves 53 useful data points. Of these, 49 (50 if we allow for the uncertainty in log g alone) fall below the one-to-one line. This general trend is to be expected for stars with no detected oscillations, for which g > g md . A potential application of our method could be to identify those KOIs that were misclassified as subgiants by Buchhave et al. (2012) . Taking log g = 3.85 dex as an indicative cutoff between main-sequence stars and subgiants, we point out that KOI-4 (log g = 3.68 ± 0.10 dex, log g md = 4.06 +0.08 −0.09 dex) has possibly been misclassified as a subgiant. We should note that this cutoff is dependent on stellar mass and metallicity, as well as on the amount of overshooting when a convective core is present. Specifying this cutoff at log g = 3.85 dex serves merely to illustrate this potential application of the method.
Comparison with the log g values from Batalha et al. (2013b) for stars common to both sets is shown in Fig. 8 . These values do not come with an associated error bar and so we have adopted the standard deviations of the residuals in table 4 of Huber et al. (2013a) as notional error bars. Accordingly, for log g < 3.85 (log g > 3.85): σ log g = 0.11 (0.12) for stars with spectroscopic follow-up, otherwise σ log g = 0.50(0.29) for stars with available KIC parameters only 1 . Of the 354 stars common to both sets, 190 are saturated. This leaves 164 useful data points. Of these, 94 % of the points (98 % if we allow for the uncertainty in log g alone) fall below the one-to-one line. Three KOIs have possibly been misclassified as subgiants by Batalha et al. (2013b) : KOI-4 (log g = 3.81 ± 0.11 dex, log g md = 4.06 +0.08 −0.09 dex), KOI-100 (log g = 3.69 ± 0.11 dex, log g md = 4.12 +0.11 −0.10 dex) and KOI-1001 (log g = 3.80 ± 0.50 dex, log g md = 3.92 +0.07 −0.08 dex). Notice that KOI-4 has once again been listed as a misclassified subgiant. in frequency that has been tested in the determination of ν max,md (to be specific, from 350µHz to the Nyquist frequency for Kepler short-cadence data, ν Nyq ∼ 8496µHz). The adopted p-value and detection probability are indicated. Bottom panel: Corresponding marginal detection gravities, g md , versus the seismically determined gravities from Chaplin et al. (2014) . In both panels, the dashed line represents the one-to-one relation. Filled squares indicate that the determination of ν max,md has saturated (viz., ν max,md equals the upper boundary of the tested frequency range). Points are colored according to magnitude. . Horizontal dotted lines delimit the range in frequency that has been tested in the determination of ν max,md (to be specific, from 350 µHz to the Nyquist frequency, ν Nyq ). The adopted p-value and detection probability are indicated. Bottom panel: Corresponding marginal detection gravities, g md , versus the seismically determined gravities from Huber et al. (2013a) . In both panels, the dashed line represents the one-to-one relation. Points are colored according to magnitude. Stars for which the estimation of ν max was deemed unreliable by those authors are represented by open symbols.
We propose lower-limit log g estimates for Kepler solar-type planet-candidate host stars with no detected oscillations, as given in Table 4 . We have discarded targets for which the determination of ν max,md has saturated, since the associated marginal detection surface gravities are not bona fide lower-limit log g estimates. This leaves 220 targets of the potential 453 targets mentioned above. The faintest target in this subset of 220 stars has m Kep = 14.73, in contrast with m Kep = 16.42 for the full cohort. Clearly, target saturation is closely linked to faint magnitudes (cf. Fig. 2) . The final median uncertainty in log g md is 0.06 dex (or 0.04 dex if we do not include the figure of 0.04 dex added in quadrature to the uncertainties produced by Eq. 2). Fig. 8 reveals that, in most cases, the proposed log g md are significantly smaller than the log g values. This is particularly true for the faintest stars, as can be seen around log g ∼ 4.4dex. In order to evaluate the performance of our method, we computed ∆ log g, i.e., the difference between the log g from Batalha et al. (2013b) and the proposed log g md (individual ∆ log g are given in Table 4 ; mean ∆ log g and associated scatter are given in Table 5 ). We started by categorizing the stars into two uniform intervals in log g. We restricted ourselves to main-sequence stars (i.e., log g 3.85 dex), since these make up the vast majority of the plotted data points. We further distinguished between bright (m Kep ≤ 12.4) and faint (m Kep > 12.4) targets, with m Kep = 12.4 being the magnitude of the faintest host star with detected oscillations among those close to the main sequence (Huber et al. 2013a ). The mean ∆ log g are to be compared with the notional uncertainties on log g quoted above (i.e., σ log g = 0.12 for stars with spectroscopic follow-up, otherwise σ log g = 0.29 for stars with available KIC parameters only). We first notice an increase in the mean ∆ log g with log g. This is in part tied to the variation with log g of the maximum allowed excursion for ∆ log g, imposed by the lower boundary of the tested frequency range (which translates into a log g md ∼ 3.5 dex floor). The effect of the stellar magnitude is conspicuous. The ∆ log g for bright stars (15 % of the plotted data points in Fig. 8 ) are on average commensurate with or smaller than the magnitude of the quoted uncertainties on log g, rendering the log g md estimates useful. On the other hand, the ∆ log g for faint stars are on average considerably larger than (for 4.30 ≤ log g ≤ 4.75; 62 % of the data points) or at most commensurate with (for 3.85 ≤ log g < 4.30; 21 % of the data points) the uncertainties on log g. Stellar magnitude then strongly affects the usefulness of the log g md estimates, especially for faint stars with log g ≥ 4.30 in the Batalha et al. (2013b) catalog (e.g., see locus of KOI-201 in Fig. 8 ). We have not yet mentioned the effect of the length of the observations, which may explain part of the observed scatter. This effect is, nonetheless, considerably weaker than that of the stellar magnitude. This is especially true for the faintest stars, for which multi-year observations are needed to produce a noticeable rise in the detection probability (cf. Chaplin et al. 2011c ). In such cases, an upgrade of a few observing months would produce no apparent change in the computed log g md . 
Inspection of
Summary and discussion
We have presented a novel method for placing limits on the seismic (i.e., ν max ) and hence fundamental properties (i.e., log g) of Kepler targets in the data on which we have not been able to detect signatures of solar-like oscillations. For a given noise background and length of the observations, we showed how to estimate the (frequency-dependent) maximum mode amplitude, A max,md , required to make a marginal detection against that background. We then established a calibration for the predicted maximum mode amplitude, A max,pred , as a function of ν max , T eff and ζ act . Comparing A max,md to A max,pred then yielded ν max,md . Finally, use of a scaling relation allowed log g md to be computed.
A proxy of the level of stellar activity, ζ act , has been introduced that can be obtained directly from the light curve. This proxy could prove useful in future activity-cycle studies. An important byproduct of the calibration process for A max,pred has been the confirmation that amplitudes of solar-like oscillations are suppressed in stars with increased levels of surface magnetic activity.
As a sanity check, the method was first tested on two distinct cohorts of stars showing detected oscillations, namely, on solar-type stars observed as part of the KASC and on solar-type KOIs. For a star with detected oscillations it must be the case that ν max ν max,md or, equivalently, g g md . Therefore, the marginal detection g md must be an upper-limit estimate of the actual surface gravity. This sanity check was seen to hold well.
Conversely, for a star for which we failed to make a detection, it must then be the case that ν max > ν max,md or, equivalently, g > g md . Therefore, the marginal detection g md must now be a lower-limit estimate of the actual surface gravity. While bearing in mind the existing limitations on the determination of accurate log g estimates for Kepler planet-candidate host stars (cf. Sect. 1), we nonetheless compared our marginal detection log g md with the log g values from Buchhave et al. (2012) and Batalha et al. (2013b) , largely confirming our expectations of finding the condition g > g md to be generally satisfied. We have proposed lower-limit log g estimates for 220 solar-type KOIs (m Kep < 15) with no detected oscillations. We evaluated the performance of our method based on a comparison of the (mean) deviation, ∆ log g, of the proposed log g md from the log g values in Batalha et al. (2013b) , with the quoted uncertainties on log g. As a result, we pointed out the reduced usefulness of log g md estimates for faint stars (i.e., m Kep > 12.4) with log g ≥ 4.30 in the Batalha et al. (2013b) catalog, which comprise 62 % of the plotted data points in Fig. 8 . We should, however, note the potential biases affecting stellar properties in that catalog. Huber et al. (2013a) showed surface gravities for subgiant and giant host stars based on high-resolution spectroscopy to be systematically overestimated. Besides, surface gravities for unevolved stars based on KIC parameters were also found to be systematically overestimated in that catalog. A correction for these biases (not applied in this work) would bring the plotted data points in Fig. 8 closer to the one-to-one line, thus improving the perceived performance of our method. Furthermore, we should note that a KIC log g > 4 does not necessarily mean that the possibility of a star being a giant is ruled out (Mann et al. 2012) . Consequently, for a typical star with log g ∼ 4.4 and log g md ∼ 3.5 (see Fig. 8 ), the proposed marginal detection surface gravity may still be a useful constraint by ruling out the giant scenario.
The information contained in the log g md estimates is likely to be useful in the characterization of the corresponding candidate planetary systems, namely, by helping constrain possible falsepositive scenarios (and thus promote candidates to genuine exoplanets), and/or by constraining the transit model for systems that have already been validated. We give two specific examples that illustrate the potential use of the proposed log g md estimates, one being characterized by ∆ log g ∼ 0 (KOI-1525) and the other by ∆ log g < 0 (KOI-100):
1. KOI-1525 (see Fig. 8 ) has no spectroscopic follow-up and a log g based on the KIC: log g = 4.2 ± 0.4 dex (where we have assumed a typical KIC uncertainty of 0.4 dex for log g). Hence, this star could either be a subgiant or a main-sequence star, with a radius uncertainty of about 60 %. The non-detection of oscillations yields log g md = 4.23
−0.05 dex, thus ruling out the subgiant scenario. This is likely a main-sequence star of spectral type F (T eff = 6905 ± 87 K). Evidently, the proposed lower-limit log g will help to better characterize the two planet candidates detected in this system. The moderate observed level of activity for this relatively bright target (m Kep < 12.4) does not alone explain the absence of detected oscillations 2 . In fact, there is a well-known high-temperature fall-off in the proportion of confirmed solar-like oscillators starting at ∼ 6700 K (Verner et al. 2011a) , in agreement with the location of the red edge of the classical instability strip. We attribute the absence of detected oscillations mainly to the latter effect.
2. KOI-100 (already highlighted in Sect. 3.2) has spectroscopic follow-up yielding log g = 3.69 ± 0.11 dex. The non-detection of oscillations yields log g md = 4.12
+0.11
−0.10 dex, showing that the spectroscopic classification is erroneous and that the star is less evolved than previously assumed, likely an F-type star (T eff = 6743 ± 140 K) residing close to the main-sequence. The same reasons invoked above to explain the absence of detected oscillations in KOI-1525 apply here, to which we should add the target's faintness (m Kep > 12.4). The computed log g md then suggests that the currently assumed size of the transiting object based on the spectroscopic solution (∼ 22 R ⊕ ) is too large, and that the companion is likely a genuine planet rather than a low-mass star or brown dwarf. Again, the proposed lower-limit log g clearly contributes to better characterizing the planet candidate.
This work is an example of the enduring synergy between asteroseismology and exoplanetary science. Throughout the course of the Kepler mission, asteroseismology has played an important role in the characterization of planet-candidate host stars. Here, we give continuity to this effort by providing limits on stellar properties of planet-candidate host stars from the non-detection of solar-like oscillations.
Kepler was competitively selected as the tenth Discovery mission. Funding for this mission is provided by NASA's Science Mission Directorate. The authors wish to thank the entire Kepler team, without whom these results would not be possible. TLC, WJC, RH, AM, GRD and YPE acknowledge the support of the UK Science and Technology Facilities Council ( A. Computation of mode amplitude threshold A max,md Chaplin et al. (2011c) devised a statistical test for predicting the detectability of solar-like oscillations in any given Kepler target. The same test is used in this work, although employed in the reverse order. In other words, given the probability of detecting the oscillations, we may translate it into a global measure of the signal-to-noise ratio in the oscillation spectrum, S/N tot , required to make a marginal detection. Finally, knowledge of the noise background will make it possible to compute the mode amplitude threshold, A max,md , required for detection. The noise background is frequency-dependent, and so too will be A max,md , meaning that the statistical test must be applied at different frequencies. These frequencies can be regarded as proxies of ν max . The steps involved in the computation of A max,md are summarized next:
(a) A total of N independent frequency bins enter the estimation of S/N tot :
where T is the length of the observations. We have assumed that the mode power is contained within a range ±ν max,proxy /2 around ν max,proxy .
(b) We begin by testing the H 0 or null hypothesis (i.e., that we observe pure noise). When binning over N bins, the statistics of the power spectrum of a pure noise signal is taken to be χ 2 with 2N degrees of freedom (Appourchaux 2004) . By specifying a p-value, we proceed with the numerical computation 3 of the detection threshold S/N thresh :
where x = 1 + S/N thresh and Γ is the gamma function. According to Eqs. (A1) and (A2), an increase in T results in a reduction in S/N thresh . Hence, for a given underlying S/N tot , the oscillation power will be more noticeable against the background as T increases.
2. Computation of S/N tot : The probability, p detect , that S/N tot exceeds S/N thresh is also given by Eq. (A2), although by instead setting x = (1 + S/N thresh )/(1 + S/N tot ). This step can be thought of as testing the H 1 or alternative hypothesis (i.e., that we observe a signal embedded in noise). Having adopted a detection probability, p detect , we again have to rely on a numerical computation in order to obtain S/N tot . We adopted p = 0.01 and p detect = 0.90 throughout this work.
3. Computation of A max,md :
(a) S/N tot is given by the ratio of the total mean mode power, P tot , to the total background power across the frequency range occupied by the oscillations, B tot . The latter is approximately given by
where b max is the background power-spectral density from granulation and instrumental/shot noise at ν max,proxy . For a given data set we determined the background powerspectral density in one of two ways: (i) by fitting a Harvey-like profile plus a constant offset to the power spectrum when oscillations are present (e.g., Karoff et al. 2013 , and references therein); or (ii) by applying a median filter when no oscillations are present.
(b) The total mean mode power, P tot , may be approximately expressed as
where η takes into account the apodization of the oscillation signal due to the sampling. From Eqs. (A3) and (A4), we obtain
3 A formula for the percent point function of the χ 2 distribution does not exist in a simple closed form and hence it is computed numerically.
A value of ∆ν consistent with ν max,proxy can be obtained from a scaling relation between ∆ν and ν max (e.g., Stello et al. 2009 ). The computation of A max,md incorporates the effect of the observing conditions, namely, the length of the observations via the quantity T (Eq. A1) and the stellar magnitude via the quantity b max (Eqs. A3 and A5; since the instrumental/shot noise level is magnitude-dependent).
B. Computation of magnetic activity proxy
The magnetic activity proxy, ζ act , is simply an estimate of the intrinsic stellar noise and is intended to measure the level of activity of a star. This variability metric ultimately comprises contributions from rotational spot-modulation, chromospheric activity and stellar magnetic cycles. To compute it, we made use of Kepler long-cadence data (∆t ∼ 30 min; Jenkins et al. 2010a) , whose sampling cadence is adequate for the purpose of this calculation, since it is far exceeded by the typical timescales of the expected contributing factors. Specifically, the PDC (Presearch Data Conditioning) version of the data was used, since it has been corrected for systematic errors by the Science Operations Center (SOC) pipeline (Jenkins et al. 2010b ).
The magnetic activity proxy was computed for all targets classified as solar-type stars in the framework of the KASC. This totaled 2750 targets. It should be stressed, however, that there is no guarantee that this sample is exclusively composed of bona fide solar-type stars. Furthermore, the proxy has been computed for an additional 885 KOIs, corresponding to the complete set of KOIs for which short-cadence data are available. Those KOIs for which the ephemerides of the candidate planet(s) are known (see Batalha et al. 2013a) had their transit signals removed prior to the proxy estimation. This was done by removing segments of the time series equal to 1.5 times the transit duration and centered on the time of mid transit. The long-cadence observations of the selected targets were taken from Q0 through Q14. No restrictions have been imposed in terms of magnitude or number of available quarters.
The proxy estimation was performed as follows:
1. For each target, we applied a binning of 11 data points (∼ 5.5 hr) to each quarter of data 4 .
The proxy was then given, for each quarter Q i , by a constant scale factor k times the median absolute deviation 5 (MAD) of the smoothed time series, i.e., ζ act,Q i = k · MAD Q i . The uncertainty in the quarterly proxy, ζ error,Q i , was given by ζ act,Q i / 2(N i − 1), where N i is 4 A binning of 11 data points translates into an effective cutoff of 0.43d (3-dB bandwidth), meaning that one should get a sensible measure of the magnetic activity level even for the fastest rotators in the sample (with rotational periods Prot 0.5 d).
the number of data points in Q i . The reason for using the MAD relies on the fact that it is a robust measure of statistical dispersion, being less prone to outliers than the standard deviation about the mean. The latter has been used by García et al. (2010) to define what they termed the starspot proxy.
2. A magnitude-dependent additive correction was applied to the quarterly proxy estimates to take into account the contribution due to instrumental/shot noise. To implement this correction, we used the minimal term model for the noise proposed by Jenkins et al. (2010a) , which gives the RMS noise,σ lower , per integration. Since the time series were binned over M points (M = 11 in the present case), the additive correction to be removed from ζ act,Q i was justσ lower / √ M .
3. The magnetic activity proxy, ζ act , was taken as the median of the quarterly proxy estimates, with an associated uncertainty (ζ error ) given by the MAD of those same quarterly estimates times the constant scale factor k.
Figures 9 and 10 display the results of the proxy estimation in the form of scatter plot matrices for the KASC targets and KOIs, respectively. As desired, no correlation is seen between the magnitude and the value of the proxy. The same holds true between the applied correction and the proxy. 
